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EXT. ST. ÉCLAIR ESTATE - EVENING

Open on an extremely wide establishing shot of a large

mansion.

INT. EARL’S BATHROOM - EVENING

Cut to extreme close up on pudgy, pale face with a black

mustache and a toothy snarl. The face beckons to an off

screen black glove that brings in a tooth brush and begins

brushing the face’s teeth.

Shot tracks out to reveal that the face belongs to EARL

SEBASTIAN RUDOLPH MAXIMILIAN RATHBONE ST. ÉCLAIR XI (AKA

Earl), late 50s, plump, sneering, and clearly unfamiliar

with the term "just scraping by." Earl is in a luxurious

white silk shirt with similar white silk pants and

underpants around his ankles. The black glove brushing

Earl’s teeth is connected to a SERVANT, 60s and in a black

tuxedo.

As the shot continues to track out, it reveals five more

SERVANTS, all around the same age, also in black tuxedos,

standing around Earl who is sitting on a golden toilet that

could be mistaken for a throne.

As the one servant brushes his teeth, another is brushing

his hair, while another is massaging his shoulders, while

another is holding a folded up square of toilet paper which

the letters ESRMRSÉ XI embroidered in gold on each square.

Earl glares up at the three servants grooming him and nods

curtly at them to stop what they’re doing and then sneers at

the remaining two who then pick Earl up so that the servant

with the toilet paper is able to wipe his butt once,

disposing of the toilet paper afterwards.

Earl then nods his head at this same servant who takes

another folded up square of toilet paper and wipes his butt

a second time, after which Earl nods once more, followed by

a third wipe at which point Earl shakes his head and the

servant stops.

One of the other servants then bends down and gently picks

up Earl’s underpants, raising them up to his waist, after

which a different servant then pulls up his pants.

Then, the six servants together pick up Earl’s ungainly

rotund body and carry him to the sink where one of them rubs

soap on his hands while another turns on the sink and then

both of them each take one of his hands and rub them

together under water.
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Upon finishing, these two servants hold his hands up so that

another servant is able to dry them off with a white mink

towel embroidered with the letters ESRMRSÉ XI in gold.

INT. EARL’S BEDROOM - EVENING (CONT.)

The six then carry him into his room where they sit him up

on his bed as four of them begin to undress him, one of them

begins preparing his bed, while the sixth fills up a glass

of water and carries it to him.

Suddenly, just before the bed, this servant trips a little,

resulting in his dropping the glass which shatters and also

knocking over a picture frame off of Earl’s bedside table.

All servants stop what they’re doing and look at the

accident while Earl is unable to move his head far enough to

see it.

Instead, he glares at the servant who was preparing his bed

until that servant slowly moves his head over the edge of

the bed revealing the broken picture frame. Inside of the

frame is a photo of Earl almost popping out of white safari

clothing as he holds a large shotgun in a way that seems to

imply he’s never held any shotgun. He is standing over a

large, dead elephant, with one foot propped up on the right

tusk (except that if you looked closer, you might see six

pairs of gloved hands propping the rest of his limbs up).

Real-world Earl begins fuming and whips head at the guilty

servant.

He spits in the servant’s face.

Dialogue card appears and reads: "YOU DIRTY KNAVE!"

The servants are completely taken aback with shock and

disgust, as the spat upon servant takes a moment to register

what has happened, and then slowly wipes off the spit on his

face. He is not smiling.

Earl shakes his head and turns away from him in contempt.

The servant balls up his fist, glowers at Earl for a few

seconds more, and then stomps out of the room.

After watching him leave, the other servants look back to

Earl as their surprise begins turning into revulsion.

Breaking the silence, the servant preparing his bed suddenly

tears away all of the bedding from the bed and throws it to

the ground. He then follows the first servant.
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The other four look at each other and then back at Earl who

has begun snarling again as if to challenge them. As if to

accept this challenge, one of them storms out, leaving

Earl’s shirt halfway unbuttoned. Immediately after, two more

of them follow shaking their heads.

The final servant gets up from his knees, stands over Earl,

shakes his head, and hesitates for a few last tense moments

until he leaves as well, slamming the door shut behind him.

This servant was in the middle of taking off Earl’s right

sock. It is a silk sock that looks to be exported straight

out of the Chinese Silk Road’s peak. It is also embroidered

with ESRMRSÉ XI in gold.

Earl is left staring at the door in shock. Gradually, this

shock boils into wrath as his attention returns to his

situation at hand.

Earl stares at his halfway-off right silk sock.

After a long pause, he begins swinging his shoulders to

reach it. It quickly becomes clear that he has not swung his

shoulders in a while. You may imply he has not swung any

part of his body for a while. Let’s just agree he hasn’t

moved his entire body at all for a while.

Nevertheless, he moves on to his arms. Unfortunately, he

swings them with just as much control as his shoulders.

Which we have already agreed was very little.

He is no where closer to taking his sock off.

Eventually, he starts wiggling his whole body but he’s still

making no progress. In fact, he begins to shake himself so

violently that the only progress he is making is in just

bringing himself closer and closer to the edge of the bed.

Finally, he convulses just hard enough to send him over the

edge. As the rest of his body slams hard into the floor, the

left side of his face chooses to land on the broken picture

frame, leaving small gashes all along that side of his face.

They begin to ooze blood.

As bad as that looks, however, he has just barely missed the

largest shard of glass from the cup of water which looks to

be about three inches long and extremely jagged, so you win

some, you lose some.
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Taking a few moments to recollect himself, Earl carefully

squirms himself away from the pile of glass. When he

finally estimates himself far enough away from all of the

danger he estimates this room could contain, Earl begins

wiggling more forcefully with the goal of moving towards his

door.

Instead, however, he moves in the opposite direction which

is towards his desk, upon which rests a monumental trophy

with the inscription: "1st Place in the 45th Annual MCV

Awareness Marathon sponsored by the St. Éclair Family."

Beside the trophy, there’s a photo of Earl holding the

trophy above his head while wearing a fresh white track suit

that does little to hide his piles of flesh. Like the

elephant photo before it, if looked at close enough, this

photo appears to show a few gloved hands supporting Earl and

the enormous trophy in his hands. Far behind him, one of his

servants appears to be bent over, sweaty, and catching his

breath.

At present, however, the real Earl has begun wriggling

unsteadily towards the desk, and before he realizes what

he’s doing, he knocks into it, causing the massive trophy to

fall off and crash hard into what would have been the floor

except Earl’s right hand is in the way.

The impact of this trophy breaks four of his fingers so

severely that the MPAA will only let this shot last for

three-quarters of a second. The fifth finger is not much

better.

As the pain suddenly shoots through his hand up into his

arm, Earl works to free his hand which is caught firm under

the weight of the trophy. Finally, he’s able to pull it

free, but the momentum of his yanking sends him flying back

into the wall behind him, leaving a splatter of blood from

his face on the white wallpaper.

Crumpling into a pile, Earl waits a few moments before

locking eyes with the door once more and then slowly and

clumsily picking himself up on his hands (one of which is

still very broken) and knees.

With no coordination whatsoever, Earl is finally able to

begin crawling towards the door, but upon reaching it, he

cannot figure out how to open it. Nursing his right hand, he

begins throwing his left arm up at the door knob clearly

with no idea how to use it.
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Upon failing at this attempt several times, Earl decides to

back up enough to then throw the entirety of his portly body

against the door. After numerous throws, the door finally

begins to crack at which point Earl exponentially increases

the force behind each of his throws.

Following one particularly hard throw, the top of Earl’s

head cracks open slightly and blood begins dripping out,

smearing against the white door.

INT. TOP FLOOR’S LANDING - EVENING (CONT.)

At long last, Earl finally penetrates the door’s thick wood

as his violent throw sends him reeling through to the other

side so uncontrollably that he collides into a small table

and crashes through the railing behind it, both of which are

directly across from his room.

He ends up breaking one of the table’s legs and shattering

two of the railings’ poles, as his own corpulently

corporeal body is carried almost completely off the ledge.

Luckily for him, his left elbow happens to hook itself

around one of the still-standing poles of the railing as the

rest of him goes over.

Unluckily for him, the table he knocked into has begun

wobbling. Even worse, there’s a mahogany display base on the

table that has begun sliding off of it. Worst of all,

resting carefully on the display base, there is a large pair

of golden scissors and that are heading directly in Earl’s

direction.

Beside these baby garden shears, there’s also a photo of

Earl in an ill-fitting suit threatening to tear from the

stress of his many fleshy folds, as he appears to be

preparing to cut a large ribbon with the golden scissors,

and as a banner with the words "Grand Opening of the St.

Éclair Institute for MCV Research." Once again, gloved hands

can be seen supporting Earl as well as his scissors.

At present, however, Earl does not see the scissors sliding

towards him, and instead focuses his attention on swinging

his legs and his body enough to pull himself up over the

ledge.

After several labored swings, he’s finally able to get back

on the landing. Unfortunately, his moments of safety are

fleeting, because a few moments later, the tremendous-sized

scissors finally slide off their base and the table, and

fall straight into Earl’s fleshy left arm. It’s hard to

measure, but one would estimate that the wound is a little

over three inches deep.
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At this point, he’s out of breath, riddled with

splinters, swollen in bruises, bleeding profusely, and he

also has a giant pair of scissors stuck in his arm. His

once-luxurious white silk clothes are tattered to pieces and

stained with blood.

After taking a while to collect himself once more, he begins

crawling even more clumsily than before until he finally

reaches a long spiral of stairs leading down to a posh study

built of mahogany.

It is filled with leather-bound books and a roaring fire

over which an enormous painting of a slightly thinner and

better looking Earl standing beside a fat cow is hung.

On a different wall, there is a glass case with a battle

mace and a gladiator helmet inside.

At the top of the stairs, Earl looks down for a few moments

before taking one very unsure step with his left,

slightly-less-harmed hand.

He succeeds in planting it as firm as a man of his current

well-being can, which then gives him a little too much

confidence as made evident by his next move which is to

swing his much-more-harmed right hand too quickly, causing

him to tumble all the way down the long, steep stairwell

until crumpling at the bottom in a heap of broken bones,

bruised flesh, and a quickly growing pool of blood.

INT. EARL’S STUDY - EVENING (CONT.)

After what seems like long enough to declare his time of

death, Earl finally twitches a limb. To be honest though,

it is unclear which particular limb because all of his limbs

are just as fucked at this point.

Also, his once luxurious silk clothes are almost completely

tattered to rags and are only sticking to him because they

are thick with his blood.

After an even longer time during which he might have been

declared dead for the second time, Earl begins squirming

again, and is somehow able to crawl until his back is

against a wall.

Using the wall to balance against, Earl unsteadily stands on

his two feet. Suddenly, Earl loses his footing and wildly

wobbles further into the study towards the glass case with

the battle mace and the gladiator helmet. For a fraction of

a second, you might see beside the case a photo of Earl

wearing the helmet and swinging the mace in front of

the coliseum. After a few more fractions of a second, you
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might notice the coliseum is actually just a canvas backdrop

being held up by gloved hands. And of course, gladiator Earl

is also being held up by the gloved hands.

But none of this matters, because Earl misses the glass

case.

Instead, he stumbles backwards into another wall which

had previously been unseen. If you had seen it, you might

have noticed the enormous elephant head with even more

enormous elephant tusks hanging on this wall.

Earl knocks into this wall.

As he once again falls to the floor, this time face down,

the head loosens slightly but catches a little causing it to

tip at a precarious angle just over Earl’s limp body.

And then it falls. Hard.

Sinking its monstrous, razor-edged tusks into Earl’s fleshy

shoulders, the elephant strikes deep, letting out

practically every drop of blood that Earl’s body might have

still been saving. But most likely there’s more.

And yet, for what may or may not be his last time, Earl

actually manages to pick himself up again. Still not well of

course, but is it possible he’s learning?

Either way, Earl, back on his feet, stumbles over to the

fireplace with the elephant head still thrust deep into his

back as he selflessly leaves behind a very noticeable trail

of blood just in case anybody wants to follow his progress.

Upon reaching the fireplace, Earl simply leans against the

mantle above it. He breathes heavily. He continues to bleed

heavily too.

And then the painting of the skinnier and better looking

Earl next to the fat cow falls. Because why not?

In fact, it drops perfectly right on top of Earl so that his

head breaks through its canvas like Porky the Pig at the end

of a Looney Tunes episode. But this is not all folks.

Earl falls with the painting, the painting catches on fire,

the fire spreads to the mahogany shelves, the mahogany

shelves light up their leather-bound books, and the

leather-bound books are filled with paper pages so as you

can imagine, everything is clearly just fucked.
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At this point, you might also notice that all of the blue

leather-bound books all have on their cover an image of Lord

Earl posing as casually as his obesity will allow. I

shouldn’t have to mention the gloved hands by now.

The books are all entitled: "The Art of the Cow."

Nevertheless, if you don’t notice any of that, you will

definitely notice that his study engulfed in flames around

him.

And so, Earl runs straight through an enormous picture

window, thereby performing the most agile move he’s made all

night.

EXT. ST. CLAIR ESTATE - EVENING

He falls straight into a thorn bush.

The window’s shards and the bush’s thorns combine to tear

off any tatter of Earl’s clothing that might still have

clung to his swollen body, leaving him bare-ass naked save

for the large elephant head stuck in his back, the golden

pair of scissors piercing his left arm, and his silk sock

still half-way off his foot.

Despite it all, Earl hesitates no more and continues to

gallop all the way to the edge of his vast property, leaving

his home burning behind him.

Upon finally reaching the edge of it all, Earl finds a

towering and impenetrable wall, the likes of which even he

knows he cannot scale or he’ll surely fall.

But he tries once or twice. And fails once or twice.

So, instead, he turns back to the soaring inferno that was

once his mansion and watches three small firemen each

carrying his or her own bucket of water as they throw these

buckets on the fire.

This following shot will begin behind Earl’s mutilated but

still plump body as it is silhouetted by the monumental

blaze and then the camera will rotate around him to reveal

exactly how beaten, bloodied, and bruised his sack of flesh

and bones is.

A particularly deep cut stands out as it starts from above

his left eye to ends at the middle of his left cheek.

And his penis is flaccid.

FADE TO BLACK.
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INT. EARL’S BATHROOM - EVENING

Wide shot of Earl snarling in a white silk shirt and white

silk pants. A new SERVANT, 30s and in a black tuxedo, is

brushing his teeth. He looks similar to the first servant

but younger.

Five more new SERVANTS, each of whom looks similar to one of

the first five servants but younger, also in black tuxedos,

stand around Earl who is sitting on a throne that could be

mistaken for a toilet.

As the one servant brushes his teeth, another is brushing

his hair, while another is massaging his shoulders, while

another is holding a folded up square of toilet paper which

the letters ESRMRSÉ XI embroidered in gold on each square.

Earl glares up at the three servants grooming him and nods

curtly at them to stop what they’re doing and then sneers at

the remaining two who then pick Earl up so that the servant

with the toilet paper is able to do what you already know

he’s going to do.

Camera tracks into extreme close-up of Earl’s pale, pudgy,

and toothy smirk which looks practically identical to the

opening scene except there seems to be a very faint,

possibly nonexistent scar that starts from above his left

eye to the middle of his left cheek.

INT. THE ABYSS - 10:27:48 PM

The image is replaced with a black screen and the word

"PRIVILEGE!" in huge white letters.

EXT. ST. ÉCLAIR ESTATE - EVENING

Finish on an extremely wide establishing shot of a larger

mansion. The shot is wider than the opening shot so that you

now see a sign that reads "St. Éclair Estate: Home of the

World’s Fattest Cow."

FADE OUT.


